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NEWS FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
 
EASTBRIDGE ENGINEERING COORDINATES OFFSHORE PRODUCTION FOR MOBILE MONITOR 
TECHNOLOGIES, LLC 
BOSTON, MA, USA – January 18, 2012 – EastBridge Engineering has announced the launch of production for 
Monitor2GO, Mobile Monitor Technologies' award winning portable display.  

EastBridge developed a comprehensive program to coordinate design transfer, sourcing, manufacture, quality 
assurance and logistics of Mobile Monitor Technologies' original design, Field Monitor Pro. They are now 
providing a similar suite of services for Monitor2GO, which earned LAPTOP Magazine's Best PC Accessory 
award at CES 2012 in Las Vegas, NV. The first steps in this development project included reviewing the 
designs, procuring tooling and coordinating the activities of electronic contract manufacturers (ECMs) and sub 
contractors throughout the Asia-Pacific region. Prototyping and scale-up to volume production followed. 

Jack Daniels, EastBridge Partner’s president stated: “We are very pleased to provide a complete set of supply 
chain management services and ongoing support for Mobile Monitor Technologies in Hong Kong, Mainland 
China, and Taiwan. Their cutting edge designs and advanced technologies are a perfect fit for our team of 
manufacturing engineers and international trade specialists. Screening, auditing and then managing a corps of 
talented suppliers accelerated the production and time to market of their high value products.”  

According to Lawrence Pensack, president of Mobile Monitor Technologies: “Early on, our goal was to quickly 
establish reliable and high quality production in Greater China. EastBridge helped us identify world class 
vendors and effectively transfer our designs to production. They recognized the importance of our patent 
pending products and leveraged their unique technical capabilities with our Asian manufacturers. By partnering 
with EastBridge, we were able to quickly initiate production and start selling our products worldwide. And with 
our new 2012 product offerings, we continue to do so today. ” 

 

Mobile Monitor Technologies, LLC 

Massachusetts-based Mobile Monitor Technologies, LLC (MMT) (www.mmt2.com) specializes in lightweight 
durable portable displays for mobile professionals and consumers MMT’s industry’s first, Field Monitor Pro, has 
enabled thousands of professionals to enjoy the productivity benefits of dual displays while out of their offices. 
With MMT’s latest entries, Monitor2Go and Field Monitor Pro II, mobile device users also can enjoy the share, 
work, and watch benefits of portable displays at work, on the road, and at home. 

EastBridge Engineering 
Headquartered in Boston, Massachusetts, USA with offices throughout Asia, EastBridge Engineering 
(www.EB-INTL.com) was founded in 2003 to provide North American and European original equipment 
manufacturers, product designers and entrepreneurs with on-the-ground manufacturing management vendor 
development and supply chain management services in the Asia-Pacific region. We guide manufacturing 
projects in China, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand, Viet Nam and 
many other locations in Asia. 
 

 


